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ABSTRACT 
The subject of ancestry is adorning Iranshahr to “Yek khodaee (monotheism)”.-Namely is 
what we call it’s Strong central government currently.Naturally,since it starts from the 
Parthian period that a number of kings governed whole parts of it so it deals with a historic 
era. Because he was able to unify the diffuse components under flag of a unified central 
government then of course its about his personality. But such cases should be in range of 
facilities that attribute to selection of subject and content.Even if these facilities have been 
primarily motivation respect to the subject. With the time lapse history of this Shahryar 
(king) has been in the form of legend. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The figure of Ardeshir Babakan as founder the Sassanidae government in the periods of long history of this 
series is not only forgot but also in three steps history became very modern glittering and in the light of cultural 
and political support made the consistency and durability of the Sassanidae state. In the first step, his images and 
writings on the chest of Pars mountains and along cemeteries of Achaemenian kings shows a direct consistency 
between Achaemenian state and Sassanian state.This continuance include special conditions  that Sassanid 
government its own replication alike Achaemenid state created. Such as: political, cultural enjoyment of divinity 
, hereditary monarchy, creating an army, development of borders etc.In the next step which includes the final 
part of Sassanid system created a new cultural movement that has a look at to the past and tries to the thoughts 
and intentions of the founder of Sassanid government with fully obvious was in exposure of Sassanid princes 
and display Ardeshir as a religious figures, predictor and counselor to the future to  propose and solving the 
existing problems from his perspective.God letters(khodāy Nāmeh,Andarz Nāmeh) and advice letters are belong 
to the era. 
 
Materials: 
 Sassanid were the last  Shāhinshāhi state Aryan descent in the ancient Persian since 224 AD -652 AD ruled 
in Iran.indeed,consider as a connection  bridge ancient Iran to Iran in the Islamic period.Therefore,this period 
has impacted a significant role and effective in the history of the literature Iran, As most of the literature, were 
including political history, legends and myths, poetry, music, religious books and religious and many other 
sciences including cultural growing and cultural development of ancient Persia. It was during this period of 
Islamic so that was clear in the books and cultural historians. 
 
3. Ardeshir Bābakān:  
 In the narrative record of Ardeshir Babakan and Sassan‟s Shāhnāmeh that it‟s base was back to the 
Darayan,Babak shepherd has regarded but according to al-Tabari with narrative S. (S. Alasghr-little sassan) 
Babak‟s father and grandfather to another story is his the Supreme (S Alakbr-great sassan).Perhaps the story of 
the Ferdowsi has more legendary aspect while Tabari has more narrative and historical perspective. The emerge 
of narrative record was probably based on the highborn of the chain ancestry from the two sides to reach Kiani 
Kings and attributed to this theme that many of great kings have been trained among the peasants and farmers. . 
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(Tafazzoli,1997, 263) B legendary appearance of the reign of Artaxerxes or shortly after it goes because Moses 
has mentioned to some of the stories of Artaxerxes Babak such as the issue sleep of Babak about Sassan that 
light surrounded him. Artaxerxes Babakan‟s record from Nader is Pahlavi books which it has narratives about 
related to Persian (Tafazzoli,1997,264). 
 

4. Coronation of Artaxerxes: 

 In 226 AD he was officially adopted crowning as the king of kings of Iran. According to the traditions, 

daughter of Artaxerxes (Tabari,1983 , pp. 823,  59) or cousin camping (  Brown, 1900 ,p. 218) or the marriage 

of his nephew Farkhan boys camp out. . Herzfeld believes that the marriage was in real because because 

Artaxerxes wanted to marry the family by Parthian stabilizes the baseline of their state (Herzfeld, 1975, 40). 

 

5. Narrations of Sassanid in Arabic literature and the Iran: 

 As was customary at the time of the Achaemenid, Sassanian court had also the official Calendar. (Agasiyas, 

Book 2, Section 27 of Book 4, paragraph 30-27, Teofilaktos, Book 3, paragraph 18).it is assumed that the author 

or authors of contents of this discourse have used.God namag(khoday  nāmag) at the end of the Sassanian era 

and perhaps the third Yazdgerd been developed (christen sen   , 2011, 37) has proven Noldke  (Noldke  ,Tabari, 

entries, p. XIV and post, philology, II, p. 141 and following). Which chronicles the history of Arabic and 

Persian is the main source side,which talk about The story of pre-Islamic Iran. The title of the book, which is 

Pahlavi to the Arbic Molouk Alajam or Seyralmolouk were witten and in Persian translated it by the name of 

Shahname .Among Arabic translations the book of God namg(khoday  nāmag) is one of them which Ibn ol 

moqafa has Witten it. Ibn ol moqafa was Zoroastrian Iranians who joined to Islam and around 760 AD  and said 

farewell to life, was one of the skilled and active authors also has been quoted other books in Arabic to Pahlavi. 

Unfortunately, both the principle of God nāmg (khodāy-nāmag)and translation of Ibn ol moqafa has been lost. 

Also translations and other adaptations from this book , which after Ibn Almqf created by authors and Hamze 

Isfahani points out to the existence of them, is completely missing. (Book of Hamza is written in 961 AD.) 

(chisten sen , 2011,38-40). 

 

● The portrait of Ardeshir Babakan in “Altanbihol  eshraf” Masoudi: 

 Ardeshir was the son of Babak son of Sassan son of Babak from Bahman‟s children the son of Esfandiar 

son of Key goshtāps the son of keylohrāsb and he overthrew Moloukoltavayef and called his property by the 

name of community property,ruled for ten years and a few month,then he became unwilling to kingdom  and 

give it to his son Shapur and was to pray. . His kingdom will have taken into account when the Ardovan Shah, 

which was more important than all properties was killed in Araq.(ibid 92-93 ) 

 

●Portrait of Ardashir I in "Jacobite history»: 

 On the Jacobi,s history more emphasize on the aspect of warfare and repression of adverses by Ardeshir,so 

Jacobite belives that:Parsian consider pars king Ardeshir from period of Ardeshir Babakan.(After Parthian)  

Artaxerxes the first king of Persia became king magician. . His capital was at the Estakhr,some of the pars 

„cities refused to obey of him, and he opened them, after that he went to Asbhan,then Ahvaz and Maysan ,then 

rrturned to Pars found with king by the name of Ardovan and killed him.Ardeshir was called “king” and build a 

fire “Ardeshir khore”then went to the Island, Armenia and Azerbaijan next attack with division to the irak  and 

captured them next went to the Khorasan and conquered several cities and subdue the cities after his son Shapur 

took the crown on his head instead of himself and called king. Fourteen years after the reign of Artaxerxes said 

farewell to life.(yacoi ,1962,193-195) 

 

●Portrait of Ardeshir Babakan in Altabari,s history: 

 It is an old saying that Ardeshir was born in one of the villages of Estakhr by the name of Teyroud which 

was from  the Kheir village province of Estakhr and his ancestor Sassan was a warrior and a brave man. And 

courage and his bravery was such that he can only fight with eighty-one of the valiant fighters and defeat them. 

And his wife was of the race a group of Persian kings by the name of Bazrngyan and she had a beauty 

appearance and her name was Rambhsht.Sassan was the head of Atashkadeh Estakhr that entitled it by Anahid 

and was interesting in hunting and equestrian. And because he is more than an inch long hair Rambhsht bring 

Babak, and because it was completed after his father's work to bring people and Artaxerxes king Estakhri was 

one of Bāzrangiyān According to Hisham ibne Mohammad was called Jozhar(masoudi 2010,36) 

 

7. Tansar,s letter(tansar nāme):  

  Tansar ,s letter(tansar name)  is a small epistle that  it has been translated from Pahlavi to Arabic by Ebne 

Moghafa and now its Arabic translation and Pahlavi original is not available .at the beginning of the seventh 

century hegira , its Arabic text was translated to Arabic by Esfandiyar and included it in his Tabarestan history . 

From the preface of this Persian translation it is apparent that  Ebne Moghafa's translation is based on Bahrameh 
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Pir Khorzad that we don‟t have know of his identification . it is appear that he has been codified or scriber of 

Pahlavi original of this letter . (Tafzali, 1997,228 ).This letter has been written by Tonser Hirbdan Hirbod 

Ardeshir in answer to Gashnasb Shah Tabarestan and Padshakhvargar and Gilan and Deylaman and Royan and 

Damavand . apparently he critically has looked to some Ardeshir's actions and in a letter to Tonser has asked 

him that  he expresses  the reason of such an actions . (Tafzali 1997, 228-229).Tansar is from The first 

Ardeshir's maguses and has been Hirbodan Hibod  that is a position such as Maguses  and councilor position 

and has had Ardeshir's ministry and he is that has written Tanstar's letter to Joshnasf shah from Tabarestan and 

advice him agree with Ardeshir . The Pahlavi text of this letter has desolated and its Persian has recorded in 

Ebne Esfandiyar's history and in Tehran by the good offices of Mojtaba Minovi has printed (bahar1991,51).   

 

8. Inscriptions:  

 Of  Ardeshir Sassani has remained some  inscriptions . one is Ardeshir Babakan's petroglyph and Ormazd 

plying the part of Rostam on the shoulder of Ardeshir's horse as he gets reign's symbol of Ormazd's hand , there 

is a small inscription into three languge : Pahlavi (in the low ) , Parti ( on the top ) and Grecian ( in the middle ) . 

Pahlavi and Parti tremolo have three lines and Greecian tremolo has four lines .the inscription is include of name 

and descent of Ardeshir . plying the part of Ormazd's horse also is include of a inscription into three languages 

as this sentence "  this figure of Ormazd Bagh has registered . Pahlavi inscription is on the top of Parti and under 

of it and Grecian inscription is under the Parti inscription .apparently these two inscriptions are the oldest 

inscriptions the era of Sassanid .(Tafzali 1997 ,84)  Mosa Khorni , who is the prominent historian from 

Armenian , point out that Persian stories which some of them have come of Krnameh book , are very common  

in Armenian and the story itself is related to Babak and his dream about radiate of the light of Sassanid's head  

and interpretation of this dream in detail  has mentioned in Armenian book . one of the important and historical 

documents relate to Sasanian's , the first Shahpor's son and succulent of Ardeshir Babakan in Zarrdosht's Kaaba 

bestead in plying the part of Rostam ,which has been written into three lines Pahlavi , Parti and Grecian and to 

recognize of history and the events Samarian's era has the same important which Bisoton's inscription has for 

Hekhamaneshian . Tabari narrative according to what in the inscription of Shahpour has cited ,is acquiescent . in 

this inscription , has rarely reminded of Sasan as his ancestor while of Babak such as the grand father of  

Shahpour has mentioned . the name of Babak' mother in this inscription is Dink . in this petroglyph of sasan as 

Bogh has reminded ,while Babak as Iran's king and Aniran has named . ( Bagheri , 1999,45 ) . 

 

 ●.Religion and government in the era of Ardeshir:  

 To harmonize people with himself ,Ardeshir collected avesta and promoted magicians , lightened quiescent 

fire-temples and located  the region of the Zardosht as the formal religion of Iranian and extoled the boss of 

clergymen, who was  as magus , to one of the highest rank of the government .  

 To develop his destinations ,Ardeshir utilized of people's hate of extravagant liberty and the  contumacious 

of kings and local sultans in the period of Ashkanians and also displeasure magicians . of his actions is 

collection of magicians which has begun from Blash time .(Rahmani ,1990,700) the belief which is ascribe to 

the first  Ardeshir is that 1-instead of the freedom of Ashkanian era ,a discipline and a unit rule must be 

dominant .   2-government and religion are interrelated and none of them has any privileged over the other 

.(Rahmani ,1990,699)  Ardeshir in the link with previous chain more than any other things , to follow of them ,  

beatedthe coins in fact , both showed his fixation to Zardosht's religion , and also legitimate  successor of 

foregoing chains .He as a handmaiden came to Ardeshir . whatever said to Ardavān , told him . when Ardeshir 

headed this speech thought to escaping .he told handmaiden in this three selective days which astronomers and 

wisdoms have said  everyone who escape of His God ,reaches to magnificence and come till you and me catch 

the world . if the magnificence of God help us , we will free , reach to Goodness and then to auspiciousness , I 

cause that there is not be any one more auspicious then you .he said I myself want at the bottom of my heart and 

do what you command .from that which was day dawn ,  beside the day dawn , the handmaiden went to his 

place . another night which Ardavan was slept , of  the corner of  Ardavan's house ,one Hendo sword , golden 

saddle , and gold bridle , gemmy golden cup , dinar and dirham , and removed  the like and came to Ardeshir 

(mirzaee2007,700).he put a saddle on two horse which overrun 70  farsang . the handmaiden and him abruptly  

at the crack of dawn went to Pars . they arrived at a village at night and relaxed there .Ardeshir scared lest the 

people of the village see him , recognize and captive .don't came to village and went to the side 

.(mirzaee,2007,112)  

 

●The historical visage of Ardeshir Babakan in Tonster's letter (set up justice): 

 … refer to his circumstances ,Yabad speaks and says the events in the statecraft which arisen from over me 

,you will be passed on .some of you have barely arrived kingdom and learn from the past kings and remind them 

and order to justice : we have seen the kingdom of the short time of his death is near that all attempts to release 

the tongue will tell and thet he will do whatever he thinks and no longer used . such a king is soon ruined and 

spoil  all the things that have given him  and after that he leaves the country ruins .( hasheminezhad,2006,38-39)  
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●.Ordering of people: 

  know that your rule is over people and sovereigns cannot rule hearts .you know if the people involved , on 

what they have in their head cannot overcome .know that (ibid38-39) know the scariest harms that comes from 

tongue is religious deception .because the language of religious and for religious give reason 

hasheminezhad2006,69-70)   

 

●.Ardeshir  escape: 

 Ardeshir had a beautiful handmaiden in the name of Golnar who was fond of Ardeshir and he came before 

him the nights until one day he heard that astronomers has said one of the great men escape today and get king . 

the handmaiden brought the news to Ardeshir and both fled . at the beginning, Ardeshir fought with Bahman , 

the son of Ardavan  and failure  him and came to Astakhr and opend Babak's treasure .he faught with Ardevan 

Forty days till he was killed and in Tisfon , Ardeshir ascended to the throne and married to Ardavan's girl .(  

ibid70 ) 

 

10. The story of Havftvād Kerm:   

 In kārnāmeh , there is no record of Kerme Haftvad but Ferdowsi has described it in detail and the story goes 

as that in the city ,  Kajaran  near Pars sea it was a city that its people lived in hardship and there was a number 

of girls and all went to the mountains and spun cotton .there was a man with name Haftvād,because he had 

seven boys and one daughter. once his daughter with other daughters spun in the mauntain and in lunchtime put 

aside the spindle and removed the apple which had fallen from tree and nibbled .there was a worm in the middle 

of it . She picked up the warm and put it on the spindle and said I spin by the chance of this worm .all laughed 

and that day she spun as many as every day . from that day onwards the daughter feed the worm and his works 

got better every day and his parents wondered and asked her the reason and she said this worm is the omen . the 

worm got corpulent and the place of the spindle was tight for it and put it in coffer and after that the Haftvad 

was famous and all his boys were corpulent and a sultan envy with them and gathered troops . Haftvad made a 

citadel and the people encompassed him and the worm got such as a big elephant .till Ardeshir's campaign was 

to there .(ibid114) 

 

●Ardeshir's custom in Shāhnameh: 

 Ferdosi has not brought major part of Arseshir's custom which was relative to Iran social organization, its 

cause is either deed contravention that has had in hand or that matter has been known and reputable by the side 

of Iranian and there has not been need to repeat. in the beginning of the discussion , Ferdowsi tell about 

Ardeshir : 

 Now From Ardeshir's wisdom    listens and learns one by one 

 Tried and established good custom    speeded affection and justice in every way 

 Then as to duty system in all over Iran which is include of the youth of this country, say: 

 .It is written in the shahnameh that Ardeshir  designated an skilled prelist until  specify  the extent of 

obedience of everyone and inform until everyone is so better than the other , give him a reward . 

 Among them find everyone who was consulted and he got the boss of the group. 

 And a person got calling corps and declared that the famous ones and the guarded troops  

 Every who wants the king consent, should the enemy troops people and kill the captured individuals. 

 And such people take gift from me and his name will be remaining in the world as a souvenirs.  

 Ardeshir'face in Nezami's Khosro and Shirin  

 In Nezami's Khosro and Shirin , when speech about finding damage of Parviz , speak about the sleep which 

Khosro see in it that the prophet Mohamma and whip on somebody and he wakes up and fear and tell Shirin 

Let's go to the treasure and everything that is over there ,forgive to miseries  

 As sincerity until disappear the effect of this sleep .In the closet home saw the treasur that was unfolded and 

ordered open it and found in it a mascot from silver that it was written : ( Hashemi Nejad,2006,130 ) 

 Written on paper or spiral wizards spell to ward of evil eye or use it to away from harassing     

 They found a spell which was made of a simple wire and thin that put on it was a piece of gold   

 One man or experienced person was summoned until read that written text and the king was surprised of 

that reading  

 When the written on the skin was eroded and the written was found,a person who was written it ,explain it 

such as this . 

 On it was written a king who was Ardeshir Babakan , because of his merriness , he becomes the leader of  

cunning and astute persons .  

 He knew about rotating of heavens and in heavens news is clear sighted. 

 From septet stars,they were detected that in celestial circulate ,they are adjacent .(ibid111-

112),(girshman,2009,334) 
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 From this body such indications is clear that in Arab's land will find a civil official   

 This person is declaimer and brave too, and righteous and is trustee too and faithful and truthful. 

 

●Ardeshir's face in Siyasat nameh: 

 The speeches which Khajeh Nezamol molk in some cases of Siyasat nameh's stands from Ardeshir has 

narrated that he is applicable to aspect of his government and he is a king who is knowledgeable and sage . 

Ardeshir says : any sultan who is incapalble of it that (toosi,1977,80)  

 

Conclusion: 

 5.5 century after achemenian government's fall, again Pasrsian brought all Iranian races under their 

authority and established new kingdom system in east which was equivalent to Rome caesarean .although 

Sassanid civilization  was continuation Ashkani civilization , but was supplement to it .the survival of mores 

Ashkani era is visible of Works which has remained in Sassanid era because The accent of Pars state , means 

Irani southwest , which was formal language new kingdom government and the position of Irani west north that 

was common in Ashkani's court , gained . a great deal of the words and various expressions loaned from its 

predecessor.in addition, in the third century Sassanid kings ,in its inscriptions, at the same time   Ashkani 

Pahlavi's  language aply with Sasanid Pahlavi's language .But Pars state and its capital Astakhr hadnot the 

suitability of imperial inhabitancy .in consequence of historical events Beinolnahrein  has been the center of east 

kingdom .  Salokieh and Tisfon  got the inherit of political the  role of early Babol ,so in the day of  Islam this 

legacy transformed to Baqdad .But almost this western big government ( Rome ) was in the behind of Iran gates 

. Tisfon city out of context Iran and located  in the field of Aramian and the reagons that was the place of Arabs 

, in the behind of the city was begun .( Ardeshir's Viyeh , or new Solokiyeh , was a city which Ardeshir instead 

of the early Solokiyeh that in Seneh 165 by Avidiyous Kasiyous ( headed of Rome ) was ruined , established .  
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